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The purpose of this assignment is to explore how packaging/ formating can convince 
your audience to purchase or believe what you are presenting. “Is it possible to make 
someone believe something just because it ”looks” real? Lets �nd out.

For this assignment you will develop 2 solutions for a “fake news” post. Your post 
must include...

A fake headline

A picture. You may photoshop your picture to make it relate to your story.

Fake body text. This text should be at least 3 paragraphs and give details about 
the fake event.

 Real or fake advertisements

Date the post was released.

Title of the news source i.e. The Times, The New Yorker etc.

Section header i.e. Lifestyle, Sports, Entertainment etc.

 Social media links

Page formatting to help organize the information i.e. thin lines to to divide 
advertisments from main story. 

Make your documents 8” x 10” 

You may use Illustrator or Photoshop to make you solutions.

Print, and turn in both solutions and share both digital copies.
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Clone Stamp can remove parts of images
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Twisting Facts 
Deceptive headlines, 
Funny or outragous opinions presented as facts
Made-up facts 
Neglected details.

MAN ORDERS BANANA ONLINE, HE FORGOT TO CHECK THE SIZE

CHILD RUNS FROM ICE CREAM THE SIZE OF HER HOUSE

Unicycle rider wins Tour De France
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False Authority/ Manipulated date

Write a minimum of 2 paragraphs for each fake news story.

1. In your story overstate details that are impossible.

2. Use the celebrity, status, o�ce or social position of the story teller to 
assume the details are correct. For example, “the President stated that he 
can �y.” 

Example #2 - The baseball player recommended I invest in Boeing stock.     

To get the compositional elements you can google search Facebook 
logo, or Tik tok logo.

You can google search real advertisments and copy and paste into 
your fake news story.

Look at real news sites to steal how they set up their pages.

Look for lines that divide sections.


